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They say that behind every great man is a great womanÃ¢â‚¬Â¦but what if that woman is a

Werewolf?Ã¢â‚¬Å“Consistent characters, intriguing plots, and just enough twists to keep you on

your toes.Ã¢â‚¬Â•  Five-Star ReviewNorth Chicago begins to thrive and a return trip to New York

City shows Terry and Char something they didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t expect.Terry Henry Walton envisioned

the Force de Guerre as a unit to keep evil away from those who wanted to live in peace. Akio is of

the same mind, but he sees the whole world as a place that needs the protection that Terry and his

people can provide.On behalf of The Queen Bitch, Akio recruits the FDG to take the fight overseas

to stop an army.Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬Å“The saga of TH, Char, and the Force de Guerre continues full

steamÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ The characters are real in their interaction with each other. The story is absolutely

great. I love the honor, loyalty, and humor projected through the book.Ã¢â‚¬Â•  Five-Star Review
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Whilst I could get them under Unlimited? I actually prefer to pay - for two reasons. 1- I don't want to



lose them to a ten book choice and 2 - the author deserves the money. It is money well spent. Trust

me, I too am an author.

Craig Martelle and Michael Anderle have, yet again, added to the perfection that is already, The

Kurtherian Gambit Universe... In my 61 years of reading adult level literature, I've NEVER had so

much fun... Sleep deprivation, eating and drinking- AWAY from anything electronic, are de rigueur...

Unless, of course, you enjoy supporting the corporations that provide Bounty paper towels, and

Windex- by the half gallon...Every thinking being has wondered what they'd do, when the SHTF...

Just as likely, they've wondered what that world would be like, after the WWDE (World's Worst Day

Ever)... Never have so many talented authors (male and female, thank-you) worked so assiduously,

in creating a living tapestry of fictive works... Not a poseur, mall ninja, or wannabe in the bunch... I

have no doubt, that they're as interesting, as the characters to whom they give life...As I've said, ad

nauseum, I don't do spoilers- ever, UNLESS, the work is so egregiously bad, that people must be

warned, in order to save their hard earned money, and their sanity... Good works rate praise, even

adulation... Bad works? Strangled, as should be, like prose that goes nowhere, after promising

much... Your time is yours, and should not be wasted, nor squandered...ANYTHING that is related

to the Kurtherian Gambit Universe, as in related to those authors and authoresses affiliated with

Michael Anderle, are golden, IMHO... I buy all of their works, so related... I reread them all, finding

nuggets I missed, in my first or second frantic readings... Yes, they are, to this old geezer,

ADDICTIVE!Forget what you know about "ordinary" humans, Were's, and Nacht's... Hollywood has

nothing on The Kurtherian Gambit Universe- NOTHING!Be prepared to laugh, cry, lose sleep, and

go through acute withdrawal symptoms, waiting for the next installments... Too, resist, RESIST I

TELL YOU, the NEED to acquire high quality Japanese Katanas, Wakizashis, and Tantos- to say

nothing of world class firearms!!! Damn, it's expensive!If Michael and Company are channeling a

parallel universe, and find a portal, sign me up! Real gear, and heart's desire for the Kurtherian

Gambit Universe, ready to rock and roll!Anything less than Five Stars, for any of the Kurtherian

Gambit Universe, would be a travesty and should be illegal... Yes, I heartily endorse "Nomad's

Justice," and the continued adventures of TH and Char... Ad Aeternitatem!

Awesome Craig does it again! I love the characters, how they treat others, and the way they grow

as people. In Nomad' s Justice, Awesome Craig has added new developments that challenge his

characters and their moral compass. TH and Char are adjusting to life with a baby and a new older

daughter, while establishing the function of the FDG to the mayor. There are many issues that pop



up, but I don't want to spoil it for anyone.There are some interesting twists that are coming up and I

can't wait to find out what will be in the future of our favorite characters. Speaking of which, I am a

little disappointed in Ted. He came along with flying colors in book 4, regressed in book 5, but here,

is pretty much a jerk. I understand that he may not make the perfect mate, but his fallout with Sue

made me sad. Please fix Ted!Meanwhile, TH and Char are an incredible team. It is a joy and a

pleasure to continue my relationship with them.If you have nit read the other books in this series or

the Kurtherian Gambit original series by Magnificent Michael Enderle, you really should start at the

beginning. I guarantee it will be worth your while.PS I was one of the people/maybe the person, who

said that I love your THE just as much as everyone's fave series, Michael Enderle' s AN and the

Kurtherian Empire.

Another shiny volume in the THW chronicles. When the series is complete I'm going to binge read it

again! As always you really need to read this series from volume one to keep track...and you'll get

much more out of it if you've read ALL of the KGU universe.Recommended!

Another great book in a fantastic series! Let me say this first, some idjet said that there was too

much cussing in these books. My late father, Joe D Etheridge ETCS(R), once told me that the worst

day in the Navy was when they made him stop cussing at his people. Nuff said. Now, I have several

comfort series. I read a LOT. I'm disabled, in pain, and read to distract myself from it. Five to seven

books a week at LEAST! Anne McCaffrey once said her comfort books were the Liaden(R) series

by Lee & Miller and they've been mine as well. The Kurtherian series have reached the same level.

Smart writing and a plethora of authors who bring SO much to this universe that you never get tired

of exploring. Ad Aterium!!

This is a great series, and the latest book follows in that tradition. Each book in this series keeps

getting better as the scope of the action keeps getting larger and larger with each book. The

characters are well developed and also seem to grow with each book published in this series. The

main characters in the book remind me of the main characters in Martelle's Free Trader books - with

strong alpha females partnered equal strong male protagonist. As usual I finished this book in one

night, and I now await anxiously for the next book in the series. Dystopian science fiction does not

get any better than this.

Keeping to his priority of a peaceful world where people are free to make their own choices, TH is



faced with challenges both at home and afar. This book continues to extend the life and legend that

is Terry Henry Walton and the growing recovery of the civilizations in the world.As always, there is

enough questions left to make me eagerly waiting for the next installment.

Another installment in an awesome series. My only complaint is spring is arriving and with each

installment of the series released, necessary projects get delayed. I just have to stop everything and

read the whole book, they are THAT interesting!! Keep up the good work and hurry with the next

installment!!
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